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Aaron Anderson
Species Nepleslian
Gender Male
Age 24 Years
Height 6“2”
Weight 170 lb
Rank Soldier 3rd Class
Occupation Technical Engineer Trainee
Current Placement None

Family / Creators: Father: Paul Anderson (Dead) Mother: Alice Anderson (Dead)

Employer: The Star Army of Nepleslia

Aaron Anderson is created by Aaron.

Physical Characteristics

Height: 6“2” Mass: 170 lb

Build and Skin color: While not exactly really big muscle wise, Aaron's muscles are well developed. His
skin color is tanned.

Facial Features and Eye color: His eye color is emerald green. There are no noticeable facial features.

Hair color and Style: His hair color is dark black. Aaron doesn't care much about appearance leading to
his hair being very untidy.

Distinguishing Features: Almost everyday, Aaron would wear some kind of black as it is his favourite
color.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: He is a silent one and speaks only when he thinks its needed. Taunts and teases won't
work against him easily and Aaron doesn't lose control and get angry easily either. His trust is hard
earned but if you have his trust, Aaron would be a very loyal friend. However when he does lose control,
most things can't stop him when he reacts. Aaron is always the observant one and thinks before getting
involved in something. He is also a quick learner.

Likes: Vehicles, weapons and anything electronic.

Dislikes: Corruption, slave trade, discrimination and alcohol. Being called by his last name.
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Goals: To try to rid the world of corruption. To own his very own Space Fighter.

History

His parents always failed having a successful baby, until in their sixties. Aaron was born when both his
parents were older than sixty. Due to their aged experiences, Aaron was taught by his father how to
operate and fix most vehicles and some basic fighting skills. His mother taught him how to avoid traps
and seduction while teaching him how to do it. Always practicing acrobatics and martial arts which Aaron
took particular interest in, Aaron soon grew to have some skills in both. However, the deaths of his
parents crushed him greatly to cause him to have the personality he now have. Travelling from the
remote place he once called home, Aaron travelled to closer to the city he heard of. Instead of finding
well built buildings with clean streets filled with mordern vehicles, Aaron found street gangs, common
crimes, slave trade and corruption all over. He learned to adapt to this living and from the age of 20 till
24, he has learnt to avoid the specially violent gangs and crime lords and also the police forces. From
being beaten up in fights, Aaron also soon learnt that the only way to survive is to train on his fighting
skills which he did. Aaron wants people to call him by his first name only since his last name brings back
memories.

Skills

Fighting or Martial Arts: By staying on the urban streets for four years, Aaron had learnt to advance
his fighting skills to survive on the streets. He learns by watching, experiencing fights and practicing. He
can make use of almost any weapons though he prefers long range weapons like a gun, he always carries
a long sword with him.

Rogue: Living on the streets for four years also means learning to survive at that time. From observing
and also to get out of tight spots, Aaron could deceit, lie and deceive to live.

Vehicles: Aaron's father who is a mechanical engineer taught Aaron all the things he knew about
vehicles. Aaron depended on this trait to get some cash when he need it. Aaron took some lessons from
an experienced engineer who was a friend of his father. However when his parents died, Aaron lost
contact with him.

Survival: Finding hidden and unoccupied shelter in the streets can be challenging. Staying on the wrong
place will get you killed. Fear of death caused Aaron to hone his survival skills more. Being the observant
one, Aaron learnt from other much more experienced street people.

Maintenance and Repair: The friend of his father taught him how to maintain and repair most things
from an airbike to a malfunctioning android.

Technology Operation: Electonics had always been one of Aaron's reason to live. Reading books and
by helping out his father, Aaron had learnt mostly the basic skills of how to use computers and the
networking system. However, he can only bypass the most basic security wall which requires only a
password.
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Communications: Speaking the wrong word to a crime lord will cost you your life. Aaron learnt when
not to use certain words or talk at all. He gets most things using persuasion though that doesn't always
work. Aaron writes very fast and neatly and makes the occasional spelling mistake once in a while.

Finances

+ 25KS per week 1900KS

Inventory

Standard Issue Objects

2 Pullover shirt, green, with rank patches on shoulder pads and name plate 4 T-Shirts, white 4
underwear, white 2 Khaki cargo pants 1 Beret, green, with flash patch 1 pair gloves, leather, black 1 pair
Boots, black (or khaki) 6 pair boot Socks, white 1 Belt, dark green (pants) 1 Pistol belt, black, with holster
1 pair identification tags, metal, with name and hometown 1 Canteen, 1 quart 1 Pistol, semi-automatic,
.45 caliber, with 2 extra magazines

Weapons

===Long Sword Long Sword: 150ks Durandium/Similar Alloys: x2 to the size price Monomolecular Edge:
+100k Yarvex Knit: +50ks Retractable Blade: +50ks BR-28A rechargeable battery: +100ks ===]600ks
==Uno Sunglasses 650ks

Character Data
Character Name Aaron Anderson
Character Owner Aaron
Character Status Adoptable Player Character
Nepleslian Personnel Database System
Branch NSMC
Rank Private
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